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The absolute values of the first moments of the radiation from a neodymium mode-locked laser are 
measured by means of the nonlinear absorption effect which results in a nonexponential decrease of 
the intensity and is induced by two-photon inter band transitions in a semiconductor. The results of 
the measurements are presented in the form of the effective durations and intensity of the ultrashort 
pulses. It is shown that the laser output radiation possesses the same moments as those which could 
be ascribed to a hypothetical pulse with a Gaussian temporal and transverse shape, having a peak in
tensity 1.5 GW/cm2 and a duration 8 jJ.sec. 

I T has been established by now that pulses from mode
locked lasers (see the reviews [1,2 J) have as a rule 
complicated temporal structures. The main method of 
measuring the parameters of such lasers is at present 
the "collision method," based on observing the anti
Stokes luminescence induced by two-photon absorption 
in organic dyes; there are also methods employing 
harmonic generation or more complicated nonlinear
optics effects. All these methods make it possible to 
measure, as a rule, only the relative statistical charac
teristics of pulses, for example the normalized correla
tion functions of the intensity, which, as shown by 
Kuznetsova [2J , cannot be used to reconstruct the true 
shape of the pulse without making additional assump
tions[3J. 

Fortunately, however, in most applications it suffices 
to know the simplest integral (mean-squared, "macro
scopic") parameters of the field. Thus, the energy 
effectiveness of inertialess n-photon processes, such as 

FIG.!. Experimental setup: A-mode-Iocked neodymium laser (1-
active element, 2, 3-mirrors evaporated on wedge-like substrates, 4-
cell with saturating filter); B-scheme for the measurement of the sec
ond moment of the radiation (5-CdSo.6 Seo .• crystal, 6-glass wedge, 
7, 8-calorimeters); C-scheme for separating a single pulse (9-KDP 
crystal, IO-Glan prism, II-short-focus lens, 12-nitrogen discharge gap, 
13-high- voltage source; 14-glass plate); D-scheme for measuring the 
correlation time of the radiation intensity (l5-CdSo.8 SeO• 2 crystal; 16, 
17-mirrors, 18, 19-9lass plates, 20-photographic camera); E-scheme 
for the determination of the higher moments by measuring the lumines
cence track (21-Cdo.6 Sea .• crystal; 22-cryostat, 23-photographic 
camera, 24-glass plate; 25-calorimeter). 
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harmonic generation in thin layers of matter or multi
photon transitions between sufficiently broad levels, is 
determined by the n- th moments of the intensity 

~ 

<8n )"", S 8 n (x,y,t)dxdydt. 

In the present paper, an attempt is made to measure 
the absolute values of several first moments of mode
locked neodymium-glass laser emission (tlw '" 1.17 eV) 
with the aid of the nonlinear absorption effect leading 
to non- exponential decrease in the intensity and due to 
two-photon interband transitions in a semiconducting 
single crystal with suitable forbidden- band width 
(CdSO.6SeO.4, Eg ~ 2.1 eV). The use of the nonlinear
absorption effect rather than harmonic generation or 
the collision method [1J is dictated by the feasibility of 
simple and sufficiently reliable absolute measurements 
of (S2) (Sec. 3) and of relative measurements of (S3-5) 
(Sec. 4). 

Results of the absolute measurements of the mo
ments are conveniently represented in the form of ef
effective durations 1) 

0,82 ( <8}n ) 1/(n-1) 
"l"n'""-- ---

d' n'I'<8n ) 
(1) 

where n '" 2, 3, ... , and d is the beam diameter at the 
0.5 level. Thus, Tn is the duration (at the 0.5 level) of a 
Gaussian pulse equivalent to the given one in energy (S) 
and in the n-photon effectiveness (Sn). The definition 
(1) presupposes that the investigated beam has a 
Gaussian cross section2). For the sake of clarity we 
can introduce also the effective peak intensity 

8 n == O.82W / Tnd'_ (2) 

For example, in the experiments described in Sec. 3 

l)We note that the definition (1) differs from the effective dura
tions introduced by Kuznetsova [2,4] only in numerical coefficients and 
in the use of infinite integration limits, so that in our case r n character
izes the entire pulse train as a whole. 

2) In the general case, the cross section d2 in (1) should be replaced 
by the corresponding effective value (d 2)n; furthermore, if the spatial 
and temporal coordinates can not be separated, we can determine only 
the effective volume of the pulse C<rd 2)n. 
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FIG. 2. Decrease of luminescence 
intensity of a CdSo.6 Seo.4 crystal along 
the laser beam following excitation by 
an ultrashort light pulse. 

below, S2 = 1.5 GW/cm2 at W = 1 mJ, d = 2.8 mm, and 
T2 = 8 psec. These figures were obtained by simultane
ously measuring the pulse energy before and after 
(Wand W') passing through a thin crystal (l = 0.28 mm, 
Fig. 1) mounted at the Brewster angle (see also[sJ, 
where a correlation was observed between the differ
ence W - W' and the second-harmonic intensity). 

Additional measurements of the two-photon absorp
tion coefficient {3 ({3 = 0.02 cm/MW) in the employed 
crystal, USing nanosecond single- mode radiation, are 
described in Sec. 2. The energies Wand W' were also 
measured in this case, but the input energy W was 
varied and a thicker crystal was used (l = 1.6 mm). In 
Sec. 1 we consider certain refinements of the formulas 
used to interpret such experiments. 

Finally, in Sec. 4 we describe experiments aimed at 
determining the higher moments of Single picosecond 
pulses from the rate of decrease of the luminescence 
brightness I(z) along the laser beam as it passes 
through the same material. The luminescence track 
accompany the recombination of two-photon- excited 
carriers was photographed from the side (Fig. 1)3). 
The result of these experiments are shown in Fig. 2, 
from which it follows that the observed I(z) dependence 
is close to the theoretical one based under the assump
tion that Tn = const = 4 psect ), Sn = const = 0.2 GW/cm2, 
and n = 2- 5. Thus, the multiphoton effectiveness (at 
least for n ~ 5) of the emission of our laser coincides 
with that obtained for a single Gaussian pulse having the 
indicated duration and peak intensity. 

1. TRANSFER COEFFICIENT OF A NONLINEAR 
LAYER-ALLOWANCE FOR PULSE STRUCTURE 
AND THE REFLECTION FROM THE REAR FACE 

When passage of a light pulse through a nonlinear 
absorbing layer is described, it is customary to dis
regard[7-l0J two essential circumstances, namely that 
the space-time structure of the pulse is not rectangular, 
and the presence of Fresnel reflection from the output 
boundary of the layer. The latter leads to an increase 
of the energy denSity and consequently of the rate of the 
nonlinear absorption. 

Under the conditions of the experiments described 
above it is apparently possible to neglect effects of 
linear diffraction, self-focusing, dispersion of group 
velocities, and self- modulation on account of the non-

3) A brief description of this method, and also of its three-photon 
variant, is given in [6). 

4)The difference between this figure and that given above may be 
due to the difference between the values of T 2 of a single pulse and of a 
pulse train. 

linear correction to the refractive index. Thus, we as
sume the response of the medium to be purely active, 
inertialess, local in time (we exclude stepwise coopera
tive multiphoton processes, among them absorption by 
non-equilibrium carriers with large lifetimes) and in 
space. In these approximations, the only manifestation 
of nonlinearity of matter is the effect of "self-limita
tion of the intensity" [7-9J and- in the presence of an 
opposing wave-the effect of mutual limitation ("cross
limitation"). These effects, with allowance for linear 
absorption are described, as can be readily shown, by 
the following system of equations: 

(3) 
dS_ / d,£ = as_ + 'f3S-' + 2I3S+S_, 

where TJ = - (z + vt)/2, ~ = (z - vt)/2. The coefficient 2 
in (3) is connected with the increase of the rate of two
photon absorption in the standing wave formed by oppos
ing waves with identical average frequency. 

We consider first the case of radiation with few 
modes, such that the coherence length c/tlw is much 
larger than the layer thickness l. We can then replace 
~ and -TJ by z. If, in addition, 0/ = 0, then we can write 
the general solution of (3) in the implicit form: 

S+ = exp [2S_(c, + I3z») - 1, 

S_ = exp [2S+(c, -l3z») - 1. 
(4) 

We confine ourselves to allowance for single reflection 
from the exit face of the sample, and then the boundary 
conditions take the form 

S+(O) == S" S_(l) / S+(l) = R 

(R is the reflection coefficient) and the integration con
stants in (4) should be equal to 

lr,(1+2R) 

2R 

b "'" In(1 + 21R) 
2 

(5) 

We denote the transfer coefficient of the layer by 
S+(l)/So = G and the normalized thickness of the layer 
by z = (3lS, and then the dependence of G on z and R is 
determined implicitly from the transcendental equation 

1 + f - exp [f(a / G - z») = 0, 

f(G,z,R) =4/ {exp [2(b/G+z»)-1}. 
(6) 

A plot of this dependence is shown in Fig. 3. In our ap
proximation (narrow spectrum, absence of diffraction, 
etc.) G depends on x, y, and t parametrically via 
S(x, y, 0, t) = So. It follows from Fig. 3 that reflection 
at R :;;:; 0.15 Significantly changes the value of the non
linear absorption in the layer in comparison with the 
customarily employed quantity Go = (1 + i')-l. 

We now take into account Simultaneously the influ
ence of single reflection and linear absorption with the 
aid of a successive-approximation method. The station
ary solution of (3), accurate to terms of order Z2, is 

S+(l) ... S, = 1: anS,n, 

a, = 1 - al + a'l" / 2, 
(7) 

a, = -[1 + 2R - 3al(1 - 2R) /2)f}l, 
a, = (1- 5R - 5R')f}'l'. 

We take furthermore into account the spatial and slow 
temporal dependences of the input intensity So 
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the energy 
transfer coefficient on the normalized 
thickness of the layer: curve I-for (I + 
:i)-I, curve 2-for a single-mode Gaussian 
pulse at R = 0.17 and O! = 0.2 cm- I accord-

L~--:;~~-::,-::~--:c::J ing to (8), curve 3-for multimode radi-
0.2 U.Z (If U.5 . . ., ation at R = ° in accordance with (14). 

= TS(x, y, t), where T = 1 - R is the transfer coefficient 
of the face. We are interested in the output energy 

W' = T<SI>= ~anTn+I<Sn>. 

We express (Sn) in terms of the energy of the initial 
pulse W = (S) with the aid of the "effective volume" 
V = 0.82W/(Sn), where the coefficient 0.82 = (411-11n2)3/2 
is so chosen that in the case of a pulse that is Gaussian 
in time and in space we have Vn = const = d2T, where d 
and T are the diameter and duration at the 0.5 level. On 
the other hand, if the pulse is Gaussian only in space, 
then Vn = d2Tn' 

Thus, in the case of a sufficiently monochromatic 
radiation with allowance for reflection from the exit 
face, the usually measured energy transfer coefficient 
of a layer with linear and quadratic absorption is equal 
to 

Gw=--T -~-_W' _ 2~ an (0.82W) n-I 
W n'!, V" . (8) 

H=1 

This formula, with V n = const = d2T, is used in Sec. 2 to 
determine the coefficient of two-photon absorption from 
the measured Gw(W) dependence. 

Let us consider further the passage of multimode 
radiation through a nonlinear layer at R = 0. 5 ) Instead 
of (3) we now have 

so that 

where 

dS / dll = as + ~S', 

S' = S / (1 + Sz'), 

S'=:e"'S(x,y,z,t), S=:S(x, y, 0, t-z/v), 
z' =: ~(1- e-"') / a "'" ~z. 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

It is expedient to treat m ultimode radiation statistically, 
replacing the integration with respect to time by averag
ing over an ensemble of lasers. The transformation 
(10) enables us to find the statistics of the output radia
tion, if we know the distribution law p(S) of the initial 
radiation. If the modes are not locked, then the distri
bution can be regarded as normal 

p(S) = S-I exp (-S / S), (12) 

so that Sn = n!Sn. Averaging (10), we obtain 
00 

s' = S S'p(S)dS = SG(Z), z = Z'SI 
o 

(13) 

G(X) = X-I + X-'e'/. Ei (_X-I) "'" 1 - 2!x + 3!x' .... 

As expected, the normally fluctuating signal attenuates 
in a thin quadratic layer twice as fast as a single-mode 
Signal with the same average energy, for which G = 1 
- Z + Z2 ... (see Fig. 3). 

We now take into account in (13) the slow dependence 

5)This problem was recently considered by Weber [11], who, in 
particular, obtained formula (13) at O! = 0. 
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FIG. 4. Experimental dependence of the transmission of the semi
conducting single crystal CdSo•6 SeO.4 on the energy of the incident 
radiation. 

of S on x, y, and t, which we shall assume Gaussian 
with maximum value So = 0.82 W/d2 T. Integration yields 
the following energy transfer coefficient: 

G ... = 1- 212-'/'z'S. + 31 3-'/,(z'S.) , -... . (14) 

Thus, we have found GW in the case of a non-synch
ronized multimode Gaussian pulse at R = 0 (14) and a 
single-mode Gaussian pulse at R F 0 (Eq. (8) with 
V n = d2 T). A comparison of these expressions with the 
trivial GW = (1 + i3zSf1 (Fig. 3) shows that the use of 
the latter in the measurement of 13 (a summary of the 
measured values of 13 is contained in the review by 
BrodinL12J) can result in an overestimate exceeding 
100% in the case of a multimode laser at R = 0, and by 
1 + 2R times in the case of a single-model laser at 
R F O. Additional errors can be introduced by failure 
to take into account nonlinear absorption, scattering, 
and the smooth structure of the pulse. 

Finally, formula (8) makes it possible to determine 
from energy measurements the effective durations (vol
umes, higher moments) of arbitrary radiation if 13 is 
known. In practice, however, such measurements are 
possible only at Tn -S 10-10 sec[13J, since the samples 
are damaged by longer pulses. 

2. MEASUREMENT OF P WITH THE AID OF SINGLE
MODE RADIATION 

For an accurate determination of 13 in CdSO.6SeO.4, 
we used a single-mode Q-switched neodymium laser 
with controllable time structure of the pulse and inten
sity distribution over the beam cross section. The 
pulse structure was well approximated by a product of 
two Gaussian functions with diameter d = 0.5 mm and 
duration T = 30 nsec. The z-cut crystal was 1.6 mm 
thick and was cooled to 77°K.6) The energy W of the 
pulse incident on the sample was varied with neutral 
optical filters. The measured functions W(W') are 
shown in Fig. 4. The straight line was drawn by least 
squares neglecting the terms quadratic in 1. The plot 
yields an initial sample transmission 0.58 and a linear 
absorption coefficient Ct = 0.8 cm -\ which agree well 
with the result of independent measurements made with 
a helium-neon laser of wavelength 1.15 iJ.. 

The coefficient 13, determined from the formula 

~ = k2'/'d"r / [1 + 2R - '/,al(1 - 2R) ]l(1- R), (15) 

which follows from (8) (R = 0.17 and k is the slope of 
the line in Fig. 3), is equal to 0.02 cm/MW. The error 
is due mainly to the absolute error of the calorimeters 
and amounts to ±30%. 

6) In this case the absorption by the non-equilibrium carriers seems to 
become negligibly small [9]. 
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3. MEASUREMENT OF THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF 
THE SECOND MOMENT OF PICOSECOND LASER 
EM1SSION 

The experimental setup with which we determine the 
absolute value of tne second moment is shown in Fig. 1. 
Part of the mode-locked laser radiation was fed to a 
thin semiconducting plate (1 = 0.28 mm), mounted at the 
Brewster angle cp to eliminate specular reflection from 
its faces. Two calorimeters were used to measure the 
incident and transmitted energies (Wand W'). 

The following formulas for the equivalent duration 
and intensity can be derived from (1), (2), (7), and (8): 

_ (2In2)'/' Ill'WGo'" 
'r,- --

n d'(1- w'/GoW) 

5\=(~)'f, 1- W'/GoW 
Go ~l' 

(16) 

(l' = 1 sin cp, cp = tan-1n = 65° and Go = T2(1_ al) is the 
initial transmission of the plate, with account taken of 
the linear scattering and absorption); it follows from 
these formulas that at (3 = 0.02 cm/MW we get T2 
= 8 psec and S2 = 1.5 GW /cm2. 7) These numbers are 
averages of approximately 100 measurements made in 
different days and with different saturable filters. The 
variation of T2 amounted to ~ 10%, whereas the energy 
variation was larger by one order of magnitude, thus 
indicating that T2 is a highly universal laser character
istic. 

The operation of the described simple correlator 
was verified by simultaneously observing the second
harmonic energy W2W generated in a KDP crystal 4 cm 
long. Since this length was shorter than the quasista
tionary length (oo-e interaction), W2W should be propor
tional to (S2) ~ 1- W'/GoW, as was indeed observed in 
experiment (for details see[S]). 

4. DETERMINATION OF HIGHER MOMENTS BY 
MEASURING THE LUMINESCENCE TRACK 

The next series of experiments was aimed at verify
ing the relative values of the higher moments. The 
method used for this purpose was photography of the 
luminescence track produced in a semiconductor by 
passage of a powerful pulse[6]. The track brightness 
I(z) decreases rapidly along z as a result of nonlinear 
absorption of the exciting radiation. The experiments 
were performed with single pulses (Fig. 1). The pulses 
were separated by a Pockels cell, to which a voltage 
shaped by a coaxial line and a discharge gap was ap
plied. The crystal was cooled to 77° K to increase the 
luminescence quantum yield. 

Let us assume that the luminescence is proportional 
to the mean- squared intensity, I(z) - (S2(Z), and then 
(see [13J ) in the case of a known Gaussian pulse 

l(z = ~ n + 1 ( O,82W) n 

) "-..J (n/2 + 1)'/' - ~zT~ . 
n=O 

(17) 

The experimental data are satisfactorily described by 
this formula (see Fig. 2), meaning that Tn - const = T. 
Simultaneous measurements of W = 1.2 X lO-s J and 
d = 1.2 mm yielded at f3 = 0.02 cm/MW and T = 0.83 an 

7) I 0% of the radiation intensity was diverted to the simiconducting 
plate to exclude nonlinear absorption by non-equilibrium carriers. 

equivalent duration T = 4 psec and Sn = 0.2 GW/cm2.8 ) 

This result agrees with the independent measure
ments of the intensity correlation time TC by the stan
dard collision method[l] (if it is assumed that approxi
mately half of the entire energy is concentrated in its 
synchronized part), which yielded TC R: 4 psec (contrast 
2.3-2.5). In these measurements we used the semi
conducting crystal CdSO.sSeO.2 in place of the ordinary 
liquid dyes. This replacement has many advantages: 
the large cross section and the quantum yield of the 
two-photon luminescence make it possible to investigate 
pulses of low energy or to photograph with lenses of 
smaller aperture, thereby increaSing the resolution[14J 
and making it possible to choose the optimal widths of 
the forbidden band for lasers with different wavelengths 
(for example, CdS at A = 0.69 11 or znS at A = 0.53 11). 

The results of the experiment described here gives 
grounds for hoping that the use of semiconducting corre
lators with indication based on I(z) or Wi (W) should 
gain wide use in the study of the properties of laser 
emission. 

The authors are grateful to R. V. Khokhlov for a 
discussion of the results and to E. A. Muzalevskil for 
supplying the employed single crystals. 

8) Only a fraction of the laser radiation is incident on the crystal. The 
effective peak intensity of the generator is ~2 GW/cm2 • 
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